




MAYVINCI ORACLE

Pro choice •ORACLE. The triphasic structure of the Oracle has a thermoset phase with
superior strength and performs major mechanical and structural function .

A "self-healing” phase of ultra-fine healing agent (nano scale)is embedded in the
components l ike a matrix  to repair the surface  and restore its mechanical and

structural integrity after being damaged.
The separated morphology is achieved through periodic detachment via a reaction process.
Unlike current coatings that claims " Self healing "  that simply work off a reflow effect  and

the same spot if damaged can not be repaired twice and often lack performance as the
induced resin dries up . The Oracle  can be healed with hot water and or heat , it is hand applied and

Oracle Self healing coating that can truly guarantee a 5 year performance .
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MAYVINCI GLASS VIEW

Glass view offers exceptional durability improving visibil ity with no smearing.

It is highly repellent making it safer to drive during wet and raining conditions.

It offers effortless cleaning of automotive glass.
While ensuring undiminshed performance for up to 18 months.
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Mayvinci london range are a set of after care products developed for
the maintanance of the surfaces treated wth the mayvinci coatings, 

they have been carefully engineered to work in a synergistic way while prolonging the
lifetime and rejuvinating the gloss the coatings provide.
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The best form of protection is our paint protection �lm. This self-adhesive vinyl has been developed to
protect your painted surfaces almost invisibly against stone chips, dirt, scratches, swirls,

holograms, light damage, UV, bird droppings, tree sap and other external in�uences.

Body Armor has self-healing and self-cleaning properties.
Scratches to the vinyl disappear naturally through the action of sun, heat or hot water.

Whether you choose to protect your entire vehicle or only the impact zones,
combine Body Armor with the Ayanmo coating for optimum protection.

Available in matt and high gloss.



A premium tinted �lm. By building up the product from multiple
layers, we have been able to combine various outstanding properties in an

optimum product.

Tinting your car windows with our window �lms offers more than just a
great look. In the event of the glass shattering, it will hold together better,

signi�cantly reducing the chances of injury.

Heat reduction for optimum comfort, up to 99% UV �ltering to protect
your interior and prevent damage to your skin. More privacy and a

preventive effect against break-ins. Our �lm is also highly
scratch-resistant and has extremely high transparency.

We have developed various gradations, which means our
range includes an appropriate look for every customer requirement.

If you prefer not to have tinted windshields but you do want protection,
we also have an ultra-transparent �lm with excellent properties.

This material has been designed to make it harder for
thieves to break windows and to hold the glass together in the event of

an accident and so reduce the risk of injury.






